THE LOVELY SLEEP CUSHION

THAT TAKES THE PLACE OF A MATTRESS
FOR those who have Spring-Air sleep cushions, there is no more knocking down chandeliers with mattresses, no more stumbling and tumbling downstairs with them, no more pulling finger-nails back.

As shown on the first page, the spring construction is separate from the padding. All of the padding is on top, where it belongs. And the two elements being separated gives each the freedom that it should have for the provision of perfect flexibility, laterally as well as vertically. This means a marvelous lot of comfort compared with any mattress, but you'll have to sit on it, and lay down on it, and probably lie down flat on it, to believe it.

AND IT'S COMFORT THAT DOES NOT DIMINISH WITH USE!

How absurd to have a bed that gets a little bit more uncomfortable every night one uses it. That is just what has happened to mattresses always.

Spring-Air does not lose its comfort. It has the Karr spring construction—the only construction that has withstood the requirements and hard-wearing usage of the hospital tilting bed.

When you have tried Spring-Air you will realize why Spring-Air is being talked of everywhere and why the Master Bedding Makers of America, who make all good types of mattresses, consider it their finest product.

Flexible in every direction!

Two-thirds of your life are awake—truly awake—if you sleep the other third on Spring-Air

America's greatest hospital authorities have turned away from mattresses because they have found the Spring-Air sleep cushion far superior for revitalizing people when they are not well. Spring-Air means even more when we have our health—for keeping our health!

It is reason enough for anyone to get a Spring-Air sleep cushion, but you cannot sense even half its value to you until you see it.

AND IT IS EASY TO HANDLE!

Hard to imagine that, isn't it? Something to take the place of a mattress, and easy to handle!

Nevertheless, it is true—even a child can carry it—likes to. A long time we waited for equipment on which to rest ourselves without breaking, our backs placing it where we wanted to use it.

But Spring-Air is here. And every owner of a Spring-Air sleep cushion rejoices every evening and every morning, just as one rejoices over the coming of Springtime. Not only is the body buoyed up so that it relaxes without thought of how to do it, but the mind reacts to this in peaceful slumber and in turn to wakeful joy.

The sleep cushion is not only easy to put on the bed, but it is easy to take off and take out-doors to air. And it is easy to make up and the bed is more beautiful when it is made up—always lovely to look at.

Spring-Air—the featured sleep cushion at the Century of Progress Home Planning Hall
"Spring-Air will do this for you, too!"

"Rested?"
"I'll Say I Am."

No More Awkwardness or Discomfort . . .
-- even the insteps are supported as if by a perfect mould . . .

On Spring-Air you just float off to sleep. An hour later, you're still floating. Your feet, toes, heels, ankles, and all over are relaxed completely when you lie down on Spring-Air. Your face upward or face downward — you float off. And the secret of it all is that priceless difference that fills one with endearment and joy.

Spring-Air means even more to you, and your family when you are well — helps you tremendously to keep your health, your vigor, and the unbeatable Spirit!

**Good Sleep** —

Good sleep is nature's best protector of health and vigor — worth fully as much to you as your food.

— Keeps you well and joyous

Spring-Air, figured over its long, useful life, costs you only one-quarter of one cent a day.

Manufactured by the
**Master Bedding Makers of America**

Sold everywhere by
The Best Furniture and Department Stores